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I. Introduction
Write 500 times: "I must not chat in class". Today's teachers do not consider such orders to be particularly effective pedagogical tools. Is the law more effective if it orders judges to write down why their decisions are justified? For this is, in essence, the claim of this paper: representation norms matter for the quality of judicial decisions. Specifically, the positive effect is traced back to what happens in the judge's mind. Consequently, representation norms have value and should be upheld (section 1). This introduction lays the groundwork. The representation of judicial decisions is not just a mirror of what happened when the judge "made up his mind" (section 2). Representation norms flow from multiple sources (section 3). Their goal is not limited to improving the quality of decisions (section 4). Moreover, the scope of the argument presented here is confined to a standardised set of facts (section 5). There is some reluctance, in doctrine, to formulate explicit norms for the quality of decisions. But such norms are implicit in the institutional framework for judicial decision-making, and in representation norms in particular (section 6).
Normative Starting Point
German courts write long decisions; the higher the court, the longer the decision. Judgments by the European Court of First Instance frequently run over hundreds of pages. The printed reports of US courts fill entire rooms. Not everybody thinks this is appropriate. Politicians 1 as well as judges have called for reform. 2 In the interest of saving money 3 and of being understandable to the addressees, 4 they hail short pieces hammering home the basic points. Some scientists second. They do not believe in the positive effect of representation norms on the quality of decisions. 5 This paper speaks up against such proposals for judicial reform. There may be room for incremental change. But any deregulation of representation norms should take into account that representation norms have positive effects on the quality of decisions.
Autonomy of Representation
Naïve observers sometimes expect the representation of judicial decisions to mirror the mental process of those generating them. Scientists have long challenged this view. 6 Representation is an Schmidt-Aßmann and Hoffmann-Riem (2004, 309) , asks whether the repercussions of representation norms on the generation of judicial decisions are more than fabulation. RACHLINSKI in Sunstein (2000b, 103) claims that effective procedures for debiasing would be at variance with the rule of law, implying that representation norms are ineffective. 6 LUHMANN Automation (1966) 50 and passim; SIMON Unabhängigkeit (1975) 82; SCHLINK in Staat (1980) 87-89; BRINK Entscheidungsbegründung (1999) autonomous activity. 7 An old insight from the philosophy of sciences applies: the context of discovery is to be distinguished from the context of representation. 8 Legal education and judicial practice have always been sensitive to this. There are two separate representation tools, one for the generation of the decision, and one for the final product. The first is usually called an advisory opinion, the second the judgement. 9 It is categorically impossible to report, after the fact, how insight has emerged. Likewise, many legal orders want the judge or the jury to be personally convinced of their findings. Only the result, not the generation of such personal involvement, can be reported after the fact. 10 Put differently, while the judge generates the decision, he must convince himself. In representation, he wants to convince others: the addressees, higher courts, the legal community and the general public. In what is to follow, the term representation should therefore not be misread. The goal is not to get as close as possible to a description of the actual mental process of decision-making. Rather this paper investigates the repercussions on the actual generation of the judicial decision of representation activities driven by different concerns.
Representation Norms
In all legal orders, there are some explicit, formal rules on the representation of judicial decisions. They, for instance, state which kinds of decisions need not carry reasons, like jury decisions. 11 Or they stipulate minimum requirements for the quality of representation. 12 Additional requirements are to be found in doctrine. 13 Yet for the psychological question investigated here, this would be too narrow a definition of representation norms. 14 The definition ought to encompass informal rules. With respect to the representation of judicial decisions, these informal rules are detailed.
The starting point is, of course, the syllogism. The ruling must logically follow from the decisive norm, as interpreted in this decision. The court must therefore establish the presence of the facts that are necessary for the decisive norm to apply. It must do so in a logically consistent way. But there is much more to be shown. Are there potential doctrinal objections, and why do they not 7 KISCHEL Begründung (2003) 13; TRUTE in Schmidt-Aßmann and Hoffmann-Riem (2004) 309. 8 POPPER Logik (1935) § 1 I 3, p. 6 f.. In the philosophy of science, there is controversy not about principle, but also about degree. Critics of scientific positivism claim that the autonomy of insight is not absolute. In this perspective, the contents of scientific findings partly result from the process of their generation, and from the personality of those who were engaged in this process. For a prominent view, see ZIMAN Real Science (2000) ; cf. also DASTON in Bödeker, Reill and Schlumbohm (1999) . 9
The German technical terms are more graphic. The first is called Gutachten, the second Urteil.
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More from SCHULZ Beweistheorie (1992) § 2. 11
More from SCHAUER in Stanford Law Review (1995) 634: "When juries deliver verdicts, when the Supreme Court denies certiorari, when state supreme courts refuse review, when federal courts of appeal dispose of cases from the bench or without opinion, when trial judges rule on objections and frequently when they rule on motions, when lawyers exercise peremptory challenges and sometimes when judges dismiss jurors for cause, when housing and zoning authorities refuse to grant variances from their regulations, and sometimes when judges impose sentences". Some legal orders, like the German one, even reserve a separate stage of legal education for the purpose of teaching these norms. Young lawyers learn how to write a judgment "in canonical form". 15 Again, the autonomy of representation plays itself out. In the most general terms, representation norms do not aim at the literal description of the mental process that has led to the decision. Rather representation serves a set of separate goals, one of which is its repercussions on the quality of the decision. In order to qualify as norms, however, a normative expectation must be levied on the individual judge. It usually follows from some kind of informal sanction for infractions. Drawing the exact borderline between informal representation norms and mere representation routines is, however, sometimes not easy.
Concomitant Regulatory Goals
Improving decision quality is by no means the only purpose of representation norms; neither is it their only effect. 16 There are many accompanying purposes: one is to clarify the meaning of the verdict. 17 A second purpose is to officially construct reality. 18 A third goal can be to provide the legal system with one more degree of freedom, in the interest of coping with greater complexity.
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The complexity can result from the tension between individual justice and general rules. The distinction between improving decision quality and concomitant goals should not be mistaken. It is not meant to be a value judgement. One might well argue that some of the goals listed below are even more important than decision quality. Decision quality simply is the chosen topic of this paper. This then leads to the sixth purpose of representation norms. They can aim at stressing normativity. Representation in this perspective is meant to remind the individual party in the case that he is a citizen, with the duty to abide by the law. 38 While the law would in principle be content with obedience, it psychologically is more likely that normativity will have the power to change attitudes, or preferences. This is due to the reduction of cognitive dissonance. 39 Precisely if the addressees of decisions see the applied legal rules as legitimate, the effect is likely. In such cases, having been in court contributes to learning the law.
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A seventh purpose of representation norms is their anticipated effect on professional audiences. The formal audience comprises all higher courts, including the constitutional court. Representation norms see to it that these courts are provided with the necessary information, without being overwhelmed with detail. This function is even more important in a case law system, where earlier cases have the open or hidden force of law. Along with this, there is an informal professional audience, i.e. legal professionals. It is most pronounced in legal orders like the German one, where legal academia and legal practice are closely intertwined. German courts never know whether their decisions will be published and discussed in professional journals. This serves as an additional check, and plays itself out in scholarly components of representation -the more so, the higher the court.
Related to this is an eighth purpose. It is not only the legal community that notices court decisions. So does the public at large. This is particularly likely if a case has attracted media interest. But there are also narrower audiences, like that of a tenants' association in landlord and tenant jurisprudence, or the accidental visitor in the courtroom. In these instances, representation aims at conveying legitimacy to the judicial system, 41 and at generating trust in its proper functioning.
Representation also contributes to expressing social values, as enshrined in legal rules.
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The ninth and final purpose of representation norms is evolutionary. By deciding the case at hand, the legal order learns how to refine, and occasionally also how to alter, the applicable rules. By representing the result in accord with the expectations of the legal professional discourse, the individual decision becomes a tessera in the legal mosaic.
43

Scope of the Argument
Three dimensions of the topic are not covered in this paper. Here, there is no distinction being made between judicial tasks. A more encompassing investigation would have to do that. There might be differences between lower and higher courts; between private law, criminal law, administrative law and constitutional law disputes. The representation of final decisions might not be the same as the representation of interim decisions. Arbitration might not be the same as a sovereign decision.
Moreover, although all judges hold the same office, they still have different personalities, and different decision-making and representation styles. Elected judges may behave the same way as appointed judges, in particular if there is a re-election.
Finally, and most importantly from a psychological perspective, this paper only looks at decisions taken by individual judges. This is narrow because many cases are tried by judicial bodies. 44 In some legal orders, the decision in one and the same case is even split between the professional judge and a jury. 45 Behaviour of and in such bodies is known to differ significantly from the be- 
Norms for Decision Quality
This paper claims: representation norms can improve the quality of judicial decisions. Testing this hypothesis presupposes a norm for decision quality. One might expect the legal order to be quite outspoken on this. But actually this is not the case. This stands in sharp contrast to administrative decisions. There, limiting discretionary powers by rules on decision-making procedure is prominent. The administration may not abuse discretionary powers for purposes for which they have not been accorded. It must be aware of its discretionary powers. It may thus not handle the case as if it only had to implement the statutory rule. It must be aware of those facts that arguably could have had an impact on the decision outcome. 47 Of course, doctrinally speaking, courts normally have no discretionary powers. But due to the hermeneutical character of applying legal rules to facts, judges are not just "la bouche de la loi". 48 The quality of decisions should therefore matter.
There are indeed some pertinent rules. For instance, procedural codes authorise the recusal of the judge if he appears to be prejudiced against one of the parties. Also, there are strict rules about which evidence may be heard, and who pleads first. But procedural law seems to be rather reticent to govern the quality of decisions, and for good reason. For explicit rules on decision quality would invite the parties to appeal judgments on these grounds. These rules would thus turn into tools for formal control. The lower courts would be disempowered, and the actual decision would eventually be taken by the higher courts. 49 This is, however, not to say that the law is agnostic with respect to the quality of decisions. But mostly, the normative expectations on decision quality are hidden in the corpus of procedural rules. Representation norms are part of this institutional arrangement. In this reading, representation norms exist precisely because the legal order anticipates that they will have a positive effect on the quality of decisions.
II. The Psychology of Judicial Decision-Making
This paper expects representation to have a positive impact on the quality of decisions. Specifically, it expects this effect to be psychological in nature. In order to investigate the issue, this section explores the psychology of judicial decision-making, with an eye to potential normatively relevant problems. There may be three grounds for such problems. A first possibility is straightforward. Sometimes, judges may want to take non-normative decisions. In this case, the problem is motivational (section 1 below). But the problem may also be cognitive. Judges may be affected by biases (section 2). In order to understand the third concern, one must dig deeper. The human mind offers more than one way to take decisions. In the absence of appropriate representation norms, judges might be likely to rely on a normatively questionable decision mode (section 3). These three issues share a normatively relevant property: while there might well be a dispute about This has led to a situation where the court of first instance routinely confines itself to some kind of summary assessment. All parties expect the actual decision to be taken by the court of appeals only.
the norms for decision quality, these three issues are likely to be seen as a problem by almost everybody. Making them less likely will therefore widely been accepted as a desirable outcome.
Motivation
The legal system has always been the object of suspicion. 50 Legal realism, 51 critical legal studies 52 and law and economics all expect judges to be selfish. 53 Judges are humans. There must be some motivational forces at work when they take decisions. 54 But happily, in civilised Western countries corrupt judges seem to be rare. Generally speaking, judges seem to be aware that they are deciding over other people's lives, and that they owe them and society a good deal of respect.
This does, however, not preclude normatively undesirable secondary motivational influences from coming into play. Judges might want to keep their workload reasonable. Some issues might touch upon deep personal convictions of the judge that are at variance with the legal order. Judges might not be able to free themselves from constructions of reality which result from their personal socialisation. The Zeitgeist may play itself out where this is normatively questionable. A judge may want to demonstrate to himself or his peers the brilliance of his professional skills. He may not be free from emotional involvement. Any of these influences may even work at the subconscious level, and therefore be beyond volitional control. 
Cognition
Even if a judge has the most honest of intentions, his decisions can still suffer from the cognitive limitations of the human mind. Under the rule of law, each individual decision matters. Consequently, psychologically speaking, not only systematic bias matters; so does occasional error. Gross outliers are normatively more disquieting than systematic, but negligible deviations from some norm for decision-making. Yet occasional deviations are hard to target with institutional intervention. Institutions inevitably either become too severe, or too general. This explains why, in the design perspective taken here, biases are indeed of greater interest. The point has already been stressed by CARDOZO The Nature of the Judicial Process (1921) 167 f., 174 f. and passim.
Biases are typically defined against the benchmark of rational choice models. 56 In many contexts, this is a problematic measurement rod. 57 But judges take decisions on other people's lives, and on behalf of society. For this task, gross deviations from objective rationality will usually also be seen as normatively problematic. If the legal order knew about interventions that could eliminate or reduce these biases, it would want to use them -provided they do not have side-effects that are even more problematic. Specifically, the legal order would see representation as beneficial if it had this effect. It consequently would be willing to shape representation norms accordingly.
It is unlikely that some biases will be found among judges. This is due to the features of the judicial task, and to the heavily institutionalised context within which judicial decisions are taken. 
Decision Mode
In the concept of biases, one deviation from a norm for decision-making is isolated. Representation norms are an effective tool if they can be demonstrated to eradicate, or at least reduce, this one bias. As will be shown further below, there is value in this approach. But representation norms are rather sweeping. This makes it advisable to look out for more general effects as well. They can indeed be found in the meta-choice between decision modes. 74 The question calls for a thought experiment. What would judicial decision-making be like in the absence of representation norms?
The answer comes in two steps: the judicial task must be defined in psychological terms (section a below), and the likely decision mode for this kind of task must be found (section b). The classic text is TVERSKY and KAHNEMAN in Kahneman, Slovic and Tversky (1982) . A shorthand way of expressing the problem is: subjects are likely to judge by way of analogy, even where the analogy is misleading, NOLL and KRIER in Sunstein (2000) Journal (1994) , comes close to this when he calls for "reasoned decision-making", rather than "result-based decision-making".
a) Task Construal
Psychological findings are normally generated in experiments. This method allows for a high degree of objectivity. But the price for objectivity is decontextualisation. Experimental tasks tend to be fairly simple and standardised. One of these standardisations is the distinction between decision tasks and judgment tasks. 75 Judicial decision-making is more complex and does therefore not easily fit into simple conceptual boxes. One conceptual strategy consists of splitting up the judicial task into a sequence of standard tasks. 76 Yet this approach inevitably neglects what seems obvious in judicial practice: the individual preparatory steps, like the hearing of witnesses, are part and parcel of one-integer judicial task.
The mere term "judge" rather clearly suggests that judges have a judgment task. It indeed obviously has a pronounced judgmental component. The judge (or the jury) must find out whether the defendant has committed the crime for which he is accused, and whether he has intended to do so. Similar judgmental components are to be found in private or administrative law suits. But the judicial output is routinely referred to as a "decision". 77 Legal terminology thus hints at the fact that the judicial task oscillates between judgment and decision-making. In criminal procedure, for instance, the judge's task is not confined to an assessment of the facts. Based on his assessment, a continental European judge convicts the defendant. In U.S. law, this is the judge's task, while it is up to the jury to assess the facts. But no jury sees this as an academic exercise. It knows that the defendant will be convicted if the jury finds him guilty.
Yet this is no ordinary decision. Judge and jury know that the main effect of their decision is on other people's lives. There may occasionally be personal side-effects, like a bad press. But judicial decision-makers are aware that the main effect is on others. They can thus be viewed as taking a decision stripped of intent. 78 Actually, the judicial output is a mere utterance. Its direct effect on the parties is at most reputational. The main effect is indirect. Based on this utterance, the executive branch of government puts the defendant in jail, forces him to pay damages, or puts his child in custody. Usually, defendants anticipate the power of government to bring all this about. The mere threat of enforcement is enough to change the defendant's behaviour. All this is so obvious to the judge that he acts as if he indeed executed his decision himself.
At closer sight, categorising the judicial task in psychological terms is even more demanding. Judges and jury members do not only have a decision object that is foreign to them. They also rely on foreign decision authority. It is conveyed to them by government. This distinguishes judges 75 More from GOLDSTEIN and HOGARTH Judgement (1997b To be sure, in an epistemologically informed perspective, even a simple exercise in generating meaning is not devoid of subjectivity, and hence it has a decisional element; see only ALBERT Kritische Praxis (1978) . But this is not the kind of decision that is meant by the psychological concept of a decision task.
from representatives, who render the parties a service for which they have asked. Put differently, judges do not just play a role. They hold an office.
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Government does not endow judges with unfettered powers. It is their task to apply an abstract legal rule to the concrete case. Time and again theorists and politicians have denied that there is a decision-making component in this activity at all. 80 But this is not a mechanical activity. It is hermeneutical. Hermeneutical tasks cannot be executed without personal involvement. 81 And again, judicial decisions are specific. In other hermeneutical tasks, the task is confined to generating meaning. In the judicial interpretation of code, however, meaning is generated in the interest of basing a decision on it. Put differently, code is a specific kind of text. It has the force of law. Consequently, understanding the hermeneutical character of the judicial task is yet another way of saying why, psychologically, it oscillates between a judgment and a decision task.
b) Choice of Decision Mode
How do judges mentally go about this task? This is a meaningful question, since the mind is not a general-purpose computer. While psychologists agree on this level of generality, there is lively controversy about detail. Dual process theorists claim that the human mind has two cabinets. The first, called system one, is a mixed bag of ready-made behavioural rules. I want some more coffee and grab the mug in front of me without further ado. The second cabinet, called system two, is reserved for conscious, elaborate mental action. I go a long way mentally before writing down the first sentence of my next article. 82 Others distinguish between a reflective and impulsive system. In their view, the borderline between both systems is not watertight. There is the possibility of behaviour without previous reflection. But reflection is not thought to be free from impulses. Instead, reflection is modelled as tightly interacting with impulses. 83 Yet another group of scholars denies the special role of reflection. These researchers rather see the mind as an adaptive toolbox. 84 Depending on the situation, people pick an appropriate tool from this box. 85 This paper is not the right context for attempting to resolve this controversy. Rather, the more specific implications for judicial decision-making should be pointed out. Occasionally, judges might rely on radically simplified decision-making tools. 86 Highly experienced judges sometimes do this when taking standard decisions. 87 But mostly, judges will deploy much more mental effort.
They know that their decision is important. This generally induces people to use a more effortful 79 More on the conceptual and historical background from SCHUPPERT Staatswissenschaft (2003) decision mode. 88 This is not, however, to say that judges simply follow the norms of rational choice analysis. 89 Experimental work demonstrates that even conscious decision-making largely deviates from rational choice norms.
One empirically validated option is reason-based choice. 90 The basic idea is the following: rather than going through all the evidence and carefully weighing the pros and cons, the individual searches for one convincing reason only. Put differently, the driving force is not decision quality, but justification. The likely effect is a limited search. The individual stops searching once he has traced the first sufficiently convincing reason. Ex-ante knowledge about the context guides search in the most promising directions. The implications for judicial decisions are obvious. Since judges do decide on other people's lives, and since they are the agents of government, reason-based choice should be attractive. The limitations inherent in this decision mode should be a true concern for the designer of judicial institutions.
An alternative option is narrative reasoning. 91 Subjects make up their minds by constructing a plausible narrative. In order to do so, they rely on what they already know about the world. If several such narratives come to their minds, they go for the most convincing one. If they have to decide under uncertainty, they use this method to fill in the gaps. If they have to assess the impact of their decision on future events, they construct a scenario and decide whether this is what they want. Again, the relevance for judicial decisions is patent. 92 Judges are naturally faced with potentially incomplete evidence. They are likely to organise this evidence in a narrative, even if, for a neutral observer, other constructions would have been equally or more plausible.
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Both these options are likely in judicial decision-making. But they are not an exhaustive description of deliberate mental processes. A modularity hypothesis is more appropriate. 94 Depending on the perceived character of the task, on personal and emotional involvement and potentially on many other factors, the individual has recourse to more mental resources or fewer of them. He may actively search for more facts, or he may just rely on pre-attentive sensory input. 95 The indi- Not all of these modules are of equal importance for judicial decision-making. Attention to the decision-making task as such is obvious when there is institutional intervention. The judge is presented with an action and has to open the procedure. Since this is in the interest of the parties, they will normally also be careful to bring the relevant information to the judge's attention. Moreover, the activity of the parties is not confined to presenting the facts of the case. They also offer interpretations. Typically, they will be at least partly in disagreement, which is why the judge hears several versions of the case. This will normally force him to actively elaborate on the information presented to him. None of this, however, predetermines the mental mechanism by which the judge generates the ultimate judgment. Some feature of the case may trigger a judgmental heuristic. The judge may rely on associations. 99 Or he may engage in analytic decision-making.
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None of this necessarily poses a normative problem. Eventually, decision quality is a matter of the outcome, not of the mental process for generating it. But some modules may be more error prone than others. Specifically, the rule of law is not content with good average performance. It wants to do justice to the parties of each and every individual case. What would be acceptable, if not desirable, in other decision tasks can therefore be problematic in the courtroom. Consequently, the law should not be opposed to mental shortcuts and to intuition. But it should want judges to double check with more elaborate mental tools before they take the final decision. Of course, psychologically, this ideal may not always be within reach. The intuitively achieved result may blur later attempts at reconstructing the decision-making process in a more elaborate form. Or elaboration may block access to more reliable intuitive mental tools. In such instances, ideal institutional interventions should strike a balance between better outcomes on average and the increased probability of a mistake in exceptional cases.
III. The Effect of Representation Norms
Introduction
Do representation norms improve the quality of decisions? The foregoing allows us to ask three more specific questions: do representation norms have an impact on judicial motivation? Do they serve as a debiasing tool? Do they induce judges to rely on a (more) appropriate decision mode? The few academic observers who have looked into the matter are mildly optimistic. Some believe in "the decision-disciplining function of giving reasons". 101 Since representation norms are institu-99 GOLDSTEIN and WEBER in 595; for a formal treatment see BUSEMEYER and TOWNSEND in Psychological Review (1993) . 100 GOLDSTEIN and WEBER in 104 In the following, it will be shown that the judicial process is a rather favourable framework for accountability.
In a psychological perspective, not all instances of representation are alike. The decisive feature is timing. Not so rarely, in judicial practice, representation occurs even before the final decision is taken (section 2 below). Oral representation tends to be on the spot, or (almost) simultaneous with decision-making (section 3). Written representation, however, usually comes quite some time after the decision has been taken and promulgated (section 4). To different degrees, and by different mechanisms, these forms of representation may have a beneficial effect on the quality of decisions. There is, however, also the opposite possibility. Psychological research on accountability demonstrates that it can, in principle, be counterproductive (section 5). All of these are short-term effects. The more profound effect of representation norms, however, is long-term. It plays itself out in judicial identity (section 6) and in progressive expertisation (section7).
Anterior Representation a) Introduction
In the legal literature, representation norms are expected to have a beneficial effect on the quality of decisions by way of "judicial self-control". 105 They force judges to bring their initial intuition in line with doctrine 106 and make them see to internal coherence. 107 They remind them of aspects of the case or of the applicable rules they ought not to overlook, 108 and they caution them about normatively critical features.
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Is this more than wishful thinking? From a psychological perspective, one should expect the effect of representation norms to be strongest if representation precedes the final decision. For then representation need not be anticipated; it can have a direct impact on the actual decision-making.
Such interim representation does indeed occur. 110 In complex cases, it will be next to impossible for judges and jury members to remember all the evidence. They must take notes, and they will organise them before taking their decision. 111 In such cases the final decision is reached by iterating tentative representations and equally tentative conclusions. 112 When they decide which evidence may be introduced, they must know whether it is relevant for the final decision. This interim decision presupposes a provisional assessment of the final outcome. 113 Not so rarely, elements of interim representation are even communicated to the parties. In that case, the parties can react to representation even before the actual decision is taken. In (German) criminal procedure, the judge is obliged to inform the defendant if he considers the case to be a crime of which he had not formally been accused initially. 114 Practically, interim representation is most comprehensive if the judge suggests a settlement. He then informs the parties about the likely outcome of the case, or at least about the expected probabilities of losing or winning.
Representation norms can target interim representation in two ways. They can directly address this instance of representation. There are, for instance, informal rules about what a judge should and should not say when suggesting a settlement. These rules attempt to maintain the fine balance necessary to avoid spurring compromise, on the one hand, and to avoid appearing partial, on the other. The more important effect of representation norms, however, is indirect. In interim representation, judges are influenced by the norms for final representation. There are two explanations for this. Ad hoc, judges anticipate that they will eventually have to follow the norms for final representation. This has an impact on task construal. Interim representation is seen as a way of preparing not only for taking the final decision, but also for officially representing it in accordance with prevailing representation norms. Psychologically, it might be easier to anticipate later representation in an earlier representation than to anticipate representation when a judge just privately takes the actual decision, if you will, in the confines of his own mind. A second effect of interim representation on the quality of decisions is via learning. 115 Over time, representation norms become so natural to judges that they also follow them in interim representation. One may also call this a ritualising effect.
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Normatively, judicial decisions can suffer from three behavioural defects: illegitimate motivation (section b below), biases (section c) and an inappropriate decision mode (section d). Does interim representation, as affected by representation norms, have a beneficial effect on these? 110 KISCHEL Begründung (2003) 13: typically, judicial decision-making is a dialogue between the mental process and the preparation of representation. 111 U.S. juries, however, are instructed not to do so; for a sceptical view, see HASTIE, PENROD and PENNINGTON Inside the Jury (1983) 18. 112 Judge MANFRED ASCHKE pointed me to this. 113 In German private law, there is a large set of informal rules for the purpose, known as "Relationstechnik", more from ZIMMERMANN and BERG Klage, Gutachten und Urteil (2003) . Note that interim representation is paramount for the decision-making in judicial bodies. Typically one judge is appointed as referee for the case. 114 § 265 I Strafprozessordnung (code of criminal procedure). 115 More on this below 7. 116 MARTIN HELLWIG suggested this graphic wording.
b) Effects on Motivation
The prime legal concern here is partial judges. Accompanying this, there is a concern that judges will be influenced by normatively unacceptable secondary factors, like laziness. Do representation norms help contain these risks? The answer is straightforwardly yes in situations in which the illegitimate reason is the only possible explanation for the outcome.
117 But in legal practice, this is a rare event. Skilled lawyers will normally be able to find an alternative justification that is in line with legal doctrine. This is due to the inevitable complexity of the legal system. Judges could taint the facts, or they could swap one doctrinal classification for another.
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Absolute protection against this is impossible. But representation norms oblige judges to give explicit reasons. They are thus forced to disguise their true motives, and to make up a justification that is in line with doctrine. Psychologically, this creates cognitive dissonance. 119 To use a term from criminal law: due to representation norms, a judge needs stronger criminal energy to take a decision on illegitimate grounds. The theory of cognitive dissonance predicts that he would prefer to change his attitude.
A further effect can be explained in the terms of the influential AJZEN/FISHBEIN model of reasoned action. 120 Representation norms require that the judge give reasons that are in line with official doctrine. The activity of providing reasons should therefore influence the salience of social and professional judicial norms. If their personal attitudes are at variance with these norms, judges become aware of the conflict, and they are likely to skirt the conflict by doing what they are expected to do. This reaction should be even more common for them than for ordinary decisionmakers. For judicial decisions affect other peoples' lives. Moreover, judges do not decide on behalf of themselves, but on behalf of the society that has endowed them with the office.
It can be expected that self-esteem will have an additional effect. 121 Searching for a justification in line with official doctrine makes the deviation from role expectations patent. Judges would have to admit to themselves that they are violating professional duty. As long as judges do not base their personal norms on entirely different sources than the law -say on their religion -sensing a patent deviation from role expectations should have a negative effect on self-esteem. They should feel the urge to restore their self-esteem by bringing their behaviour back in line with duty.
Moreover, people typically do not only care about self-esteem, but also about "other-esteem", or about their impression on others. 122 Modern psychology speaks about impression management.
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People do not only want to avoid being seen as corrupt. foolish in front of others.
124 Representation norms exploit both effects. They do not only induce judges to avoid any suspicion of selfish or otherwise illegitimate bias. They also induce them to strive for a final product that meets high professional standards. This will make them shy away from shallow reasoning, and therefore increase the potential conflict between representation and their original intentions.
The rectifying effect of representation norms should be even stronger if the judge originally wanted to follow his gut feelings. For accountability has been demonstrated to decrease the influence of incidental affect. 125 It increases the motivation "to get it right". 126 
c) Debiasing
Do representation norms also have a positive effect on cognition? Are they thus likely to serve as a tool for debiasing? 127 According to what is known about the mechanics of debiasing, this could be the case. The effect of representation according to professional norms could be direct or indirect. The direct effect is itself cognitive. In accord with the representation norm, for instance, the judge ought to take additional information into account. 128 This forces the judge to take the whole picture into purview, rather than just one biased perspective. The indirect effect is motivational. Representation norms contribute to holding the judge accountable for the quality of his decision. Falling prey to a bias poses greater risks for his self-esteem, reputation and career. Higher stakes do not always improve the quality of decisions. 129 But they do if self-critical attention to the judgement process overcomes a bias. 130 Higher motivation can make people prepare more intensely, 131 be more open to facts, 132 take more of the available information into account 133 and show greater internal consistency.
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What does all this mean for individual biases? Representation norms oblige the judge to demonstrate how his decision is derived from the wording of statutory provisions, or from precedent.
This puts his decision in a neutral frame. It is likely to differ from the frames of the parties. Specifically, in state-of-the-art representation, the judge must bridge the gap between abstract legal rules and the concrete case. Moreover, he is obliged to respond to the arguments of both parties. This lets him naturally see the case in a different light. For all of these reasons, representation norms will at least attenuate framing effects, if not wipe them out altogether. 135 Similar considerations apply to anchoring. If the anchor is relevant for the decision outcome, both parties are likely to offer competing anchors. Representation norms oblige the judge to respond to both of them. 136 A motivational effect is added to this. Representation norms contribute to making the judge aware of the importance of his decision. This makes it less likely that he will jump on the first anchor. 137 The debiasing effect on anchoring is, however, less pronounced. Anchoring is much harder to overcome by training than framing generally. 138 Also, in line with the saying "iudex non calculat", the doctrine does not normally provide the judge with quantitative information that could serve as a counter-anchor.
The prediction for debiasing representativeness is better. 139 Representation norms oblige the judge to say in abstract terms why the case is to be decided one way and not the other. Representation norms do thus serve as tools for decontextualisation. Moreover, in accord with representation norms, it is desirable that the judge present his decision as part and parcel of a line of jurisprudence. Typically, such a line of jurisprudence is not confined to one area of application. Rather, one and the same abstract principle plays itself out in many different contexts. In demonstrating this, the judge becomes aware of the underlying abstract problem, rather than of the salient contextual features of the case.
Base rate neglect is a trickier issue. 140 Generally speaking, accountability is not instrumental for debiasing if the subject lacks the necessary knowledge or training. 141 The research on base rate neglect demonstrates that it is pervasive in individuals without statistical training. 142 Most judges are statistical laypersons. But cases are usually not presented to them in pure numerical form. Specifically, in accord with representation norms it is desirable that they address the contextual features of the case. This can, but need not, naturally induce them to view the concrete case from the perspective of the class of cases to which it belongs. This is what base rate information is about.
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One might expect judges to be particularly liable to the fundamental attribution error. For after all, the judicial business is all about attributing outcomes to actors. But, from a psychological perspective, evidentiary rules can be interpreted as tools for deciphering personal from situational reasons. Judges are trained to find out whether there is enough evidence to justifiably attribute causality or intent, or whether an event was just happenstance. Representation norms oblige them to explain whether the evidence was conclusive or not. In this way, they contribute to combating the fundamental attribution error.
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The hindsight bias is a very robust phenomenon. 145 Representation norms will therefore not cause
judges to forget what they have learned by examining the evidence: the possible event has indeed happened. 146 But representation norms oblige them to put the individual case into perspective. A decision to hold the defendant liable must be in line with the decisions of other courts in comparable cases. In principle, this should have a certain debiasing effect. It should, however, not be overstated. The hindsight bias in judges creates a normative problem since it induces them to to make rules increasingly stringent. 147 This tendency is not only due to biased individual decisions. It also rests on a selection effect. Cases only go to court if damage indeed has occurred. If, due to this effect, the entire line of jurisprudence is biased, representation norms are unable to improve the situation.
b) Effects on the Decision Mode
A first effect of interim representation on decision quality is indirect. It can induce the judge to prepare the final decision more carefully, 148 e.g. to take more information into account 149 and search for counterarguments brought forward by the opposing party. 150 In this respect, interim representation is particularly effective. Both institutional and psychological barriers to the introduction of further evidence into procedure are still low. By the way a judge asks questions, he can 143 Besides, whether base rate information may be taken into account at all, and how much weight should be placed on it is a normative matter. 144 Cf. TETLOCK in Social Psychology Quarterly (1985a indirectly invite the parties to offer additional evidence. Also, the incentive to stop searching in the interest of saving face is still small.
Yet there is also a direct effect on the decision mode. The effect can have a cognitive and a motivational source. The cognitive path is via task construal. Interim representation makes the judge aware of the complexity of the task, 151 and induces him to look for a decision mode that can accommodate this complexity. The cognitive effect can also be traced back to the friction that is generated by interim representation. 152 The motivational path is via accountability. Interim representation makes accountability salient. Accountability has been demonstrated to have an effect on the choice of the decision mode. 153 It induces subjects to invest more cognitive effort, 154 and to become open to greater complexity of thought. 155 Consequently, judges are likely to switch to deliberate reasoning, 156 even if they were originally inclined to save cognitive effort by using heuristics, or to allow their emotions greater influence.
Above, it has been demonstrated that and why an absolute distinction between decision modes is inappropriate. A modularity approach is better. Interim representation is likely to have an impact on the choice of modules within deliberate reasoning. Hence, representation norms can use interim representation as a conduit. Via interim representation, judges become aware of the complexity of the case, and they are reminded of the interests and values that are at stake. It becomes more likely that intuition will be confined to the processes of starting a search, guiding a search and checking for the appropriateness of the outcome. This is precisely how the ideal of consciously controlled intuition is often characterised in law school education.
Simultaneous Representation
Oral representation often entails (quasi-) simultaneous representation. The judge hears all the evidence and the pleadings of the parties, he decides the case, and he directly justifies his decision to the parties. In rather simple cases, this is the norm in German courtrooms.
Every academic has had the experience: teaching is the most effective way of learning. If one is obliged to explain an idea to uninitiated listeners, one becomes aware of what one only believed one had understood. Judges are in the same situation when they explain to the parties in the courtroom why the case had to be decided a particular way. In so doing, they are guided by representation norms. These norms thus impose an element of deliberation on judicial decision-making. For the reasons listed with respect to interim representation, this can have a beneficial effect on motivation, cognition and the choice of the decision mode.
Strictly speaking, however, oral representation is not an instance of simultaneous representation. According to prevailing norms, representation starts with a statement of what the judge has decided. Only afterwards are the reasons given. Even in this case, representation norms thus only affect judicial decision-making by anticipation. But due to the close proximity of both speech acts, such anticipation is highly likely. No judge would go back to the courtroom with nothing more substantial than his gut feelings. While making up his mind with respect to the final outcome, he must also prepare his explanation to the parties.
How does (quasi-) simultaneous representation compare to interim representation? When he takes his decision, the judge has already read the files and heard the evidence. Even in simple cases, the entire procedure lasts days, if not weeks. More complicated cases can keep a judge busy for months. The judge cannot but form a provisional opinion about how the case is likely to be decided in the end. This can have a hysteresis effect. All things being equal, one should therefore expect the countervailing power of representation to be weaker, the later it comes. There are, however, additional institutional safeguards. Before the judge takes his decision, the parties have an opportunity to plead, and to present the case in as favourable a light as they can. If the judge deems this appropriate, he can even reopen the procedure and hear new evidence. Also, in order to preserve the impression of impartiality, judges normally keep their provisional assessment of the case confidential. 157 Consequently, there is typically no problem of saving face.
Posterior Representation
In judicial practice, oral and written representation can differ markedly. In oral representation, the judge above all speaks to the losing party. This party should understand why the case could not be decided otherwise. Consequently, in oral representation, judges tend to reduce the amount of legal jargon. Written representation has a much wider audience. It must meet full doctrinal standards. The higher the court, the more written representation also speaks to the legal community at large, 157 As mentioned, the practically most important exception is the suggestion of a settlement.
if not to an even wider political community. This practice limits the countervailing effect of oral representation. If he has reached the decision rather intuitively, the judge can still meet with surprise when writing down the judgment. This is not a frequent event in judicial practice, but it happens. Specifically, it occurs in cases in which representation norms did not have a positive effect on the quality of the decision. Conversely, posterior representation can only improve the quality of a decision if it is anticipated at the moment of decision-making. There is indeed experimental evidence for this. 158 But it does not distinguish between two possible mental paths.
One initial possibility is that the anticipation of representation will work as a check. In this scenario, the judge might reach his decision by any of the mental mechanisms. Before he enunciates it, he remembers that he will have to represent it in accordance with the prevailing representation norms. In preparing for representation, he becomes aware of information or arguments overlooked up till then. In line with this interpretation, the effect of representation norms is purely motivational. Judges anticipate the negative sanctions attached to substandard representation. If necessary, this makes them increase their cognitive effort.
This initial possibility will explain some, but not all instances. A second mental path is more likely. Representation norms have an impact on how judges construe their task. They do not split it up into two stages: one for reaching the decision, and a second one for meeting the requirements of representation norms. Rather, representation norms change how judges reach the decision in the first place. Another way of putting the difference between the two possibilities is the following: in the first case, the anticipation of representation is a last-minute activity. In the second case, representation is anticipated from the outset.
These mental mechanisms do not differ profoundly with respect to motivation. If the judge originally had been tempted to decide the case on illegitimate grounds, it suffices if a last-minute check prevents him from doing so. Due to the hermeneutical character of legal decision-making, however, judges have considerable leeway for justifying their decisions. Therefore, the legal order would prefer that representation norms change how the judicial task is construed.
This preference is even stronger from the perspective of debiasing. For a last-minute check has no direct cognitive effect. If representation norms have an impact on task construal, however, they influence how the judge goes about the judicial task from the very beginning. This makes it more likely that he will be faced with evidence or arguments that help debias him.
The preference is strongest if the legal order is directly interested in the judicial decision mode. A last-minute check is the quintessential instance of a judicial decision taken in a normatively suboptimal way. The legal order could be indifferent if this were an equally powerful technology for preventing suboptimal judicial output. But the section on judicial decision quality has demonstrated that this is not the case. Put differently, if the legal order is interested in the judicial deci-sion mode at all, this interest must be driven by the conviction that the check should not be postponed until the last minute.
Counter-Productive Effects?
For lawyers, representation norms are evidently a good thing. From a psychological perspective, this is not so obvious. As has been repeatedly pointed out, representation norms hold judges accountable. Psychological research on accountability demonstrates that the effect of accountability on the decision quality is negative in many instances. There are three reasons for this: conformity (treated in a below); self-justification (treated in b); and loss of intuition (treated in c).
a) Conformity
Most people are "cognitive misers". 159 They tend to exert as little effort as possible in solving their cognitive tasks. This explains why many subjects follow an "acceptability heuristic" when they are held accountable. 160 They go for what they expect to be favoured by their audience. This strategy is, however, only available if they know their audience in advance. The effect disappears if the norms of the audience are not predictable. 161 Judges know their audience. They have had an opportunity to observe the parties in trial. They are normally controlled by one and the same bench of the appellate court over a long period of time. In most domains, the volatility of the legal community is not pronounced. Nonetheless, a conformity effect is unlikely. For judges have a multifarious audience. It is not enough for the judge to convince the loser. The winner is also present in the courtroom. The written reasons can always be published by a reporter, and they may then well come under the critical eye of any trained lawyer.
b) Self-Justification
People do not want to appear foolish in front of their audiences. 162 They care about the impression they make on others. 163 Once they are committed to an outcome or a statement, evidence to the contrary exposes them to cognitive dissonance. 164 Bringing their attitude in line with the outcome or statement is the easiest way to reduce this unpleasant mental situation. Both effects explain why accountability can generate "defensive bolstering", rather than an improvement in the decision quality. 165 Posterior representation appears to bring judges into precisely this situation. There are, however, mitigating effects. Defensive bolstering is less pronounced if the addressee of the justification has either less or more expertise than the decision-maker. If the addressee is less of an expert, the decision-maker can simply justify his decision on the basis his greater authority. If the addressee has more expertise, the decision-maker knows in advance that defensive bolstering will not help. 166 Often, the parties will not be legal experts. Arguably, lower courts should attribute higher expertise to appellate courts.
Moreover, defensive bolstering is stronger if the decision-maker is held responsible for an outcome, rather than a process. 167 The judicial task is somewhat ambivalent in this respect. Obviously, the outcome matters to the parties. But lawyers learn in the first term of their studies that the outcomes of cases are not fully predictable. There may be patently wrong decisions. But there is hardly ever just one obviously correct outcome. Consequently, both legal training and the institutional framework aim at safeguarding procedure much more than at safegaurding outcome. At closer sight, however, despite the same language, these legal considerations do not seem to match the psychological effect. Psychologically, the difference between outcome accountability and process accountability is seen as resulting from stress. 168 The decision-maker feels he can keep the process under control. But if he is expected to take on responsibility for the outcome, regardless of how it came about, he feels victimised. In strict liability, the legal order generates precisely this situation. But judges have no reason to expect the outcomes of their own decisions to be the result of foreign forces. Put differently, they should always have the sense that accountability is confined to process, and does not extend to outcome.
c) Loss of Intuition
If incentives increase, people work harder on their choices, but they do not necessarily become smarter. 169 A "motivation-difficulty model" explains the effect. 170 Decision quality improves for standard tasks, but it deteriorates for unusual tasks. 171 Subjects become more likely to exhibit dominant responses, 172 and to respond to feedback. 173 They focus on what they are good at. 174 This sion-making. 177 This is particularly disruptive for judgement tasks where multiple criteria ought to be taken into consideration. 178 Most judicial tasks are precisely of this kind.
But the effect largely disappears in expert decision-making. 179 This can best be explained by the fact that experienced decision-makers have access to many more specialised mental resources. What would be difficult for a lay person has become easy for them. 180 Professional judges have a lot of experience in making legal decisions. The accountability effect resulting from representation norms should therefore not have a detrimental effect on the quality of their decisions. This should, however, be different in lay judges.
Identity
Under the influence of the law-and-economics movement, nowadays institutions are predominantly analysed with the help of fully decontextualised models. Consequently, the effect of institutions is assumed to be ad hoc. Sometimes, this is a helpful simplification. But at closer sight, the true effect of institutions, or at least its most powerful effect, occurs over a long-term timescale. Representation norms are no exception to this rule. As outlined in the previous sections, these norms can help keep judges on the normatively desired track. Should they occasionally feel tempted to deviate from this path, representation norms remind them of what is expected from them. But these rules can only have such an effect since they are embedded in a much richer framework of institutions. 181 At the very least, this embeddedness makes these institutions much stronger.
The long-term effect of representation norms for judges rests on two grounds. Representation norms are part of a larger institutional arrangement for the creation of a professional identity. Moreover, representation norms assist individual judges in developing and improving their professional skills.
As outlined in the introduction, judges hold an office that society has entrusted to them. Society expects them to form an identity conscious of duty and deserving of respect. Society responds by expecting those who come to court to approach judges with due respect. There are many more tools for the purpose, like impressive court buildings, judges' robes and procedural formality. But the ritualistic character of representation is also part of this institutional arrangement. The expected effect has a reciprocating character. If he follows representation norms, the judge is reminded of his professional identity. But in so doing, his identity is also further corroborated.
As outlined earlier, the law wants the judge to take a decision that is stripped of personal intent. Representation norms contribute to reminding the judge that this is how society defines his role, and hence his professional identity. This is how representation norms can have a long-term effect on judicial motivation. The positive effects of identity on debiasing are more difficult to conceptualize. The pressure to fulfil a particular role has been shown to generate accountability. 182 It could therefore add to the ad hoc effects of accountability outlined above. Likewise, the effect of professional identity on the choice of a decision mode should not be overstated. It would have to consist of something like a decision-making style that becomes characteristic for the profession. Judges would have to espouse a view something like "good judges do not make rash judgments".
While the positive effect of identity is likely to be profound, it should not be seen as a catch-all solution. For it has one important drawback. If the entire judiciary, or at least large parts of it, go astray, the tool is mute. Happily, however, this is fairly unlikely in most Western countries.
Professional Skill
Psychologically, anticipation is an imaginable, but demanding concept. At the very moment of decision-making, or at any relevant moment in the preparation of a decision, the subject must be aware of potential future consequences. He must pay attention to potential long-term effects. He must retrieve representation norms from memory. He must engage in weighing short-term and long-term effects. The more demanding the mental process, the less society may be certain that it will happen across the board. If representation norms are to improve decision quality, society should therefore prefer a less demanding mental mechanism.
There is indeed such a mechanism. There are several ways of characterising it. As a first approximation, it can be characterised as a broadened focus. Rather than looking at an individual instance of judicial decision-making in isolation, society is interested in moulding the stream of decisions taken by one judge. Technically, in this perspective, the impact of representation norms is not on current decisions, but on future ones. When taking the subsequent decisions, the judge recalls experiences he has had while representing earlier ones.
A second conceptualisation strays from the idea that the judge perceives representation norms as restrictions. He rather sees them as a way of defining the context. Specifically, from these norms, the judge may take the definition of the judicial output, of his task or of his role. Put differently, representation norms contribute to shaping the world as it is perceived by the judge. Psychologically, this works by the generation of schemata.
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The third and most powerful conceptualisation, however, is in terms of learning. In this perspective, representation norms are interpreted as prominent elements in an institutional arrangement. The purpose of this arrangement is to teach the judge how to generate. Such learning is not ad hoc, 182 ROZELLE and BAXTER in Journal of Applied Psychology (1981) . 183 MANFRED SCHMITT pointed me to this. A classic on schemata is BARTLETT Remembering (1932).
and it is not finished once a judge comes into office. Rather, learning is a protracted process: competence, ease and speed are improved. This interpretation thus entails three components: a learning object, a learning mechanism and an institutional arrangement. People possess a huge array of learning mechanisms. 192 In principle, many of them could contribute to the development of judicial skill. There is some explicit instruction at university and even more such training when young lawyers assume jobs as judicial clerks. The judge may look up written sources, be they code, jurisprudence or hornbooks. A good deal of the individual skill of a judge will result from his experience in decision-making. It can thus be said to result from sequential trial and error. The most important learning mechanism, however, will normally be observation. 193 During his training, every lawyer reads hundreds of cases. This exposes him to representation practice. Before the judge is allowed to sit alone, he usually has been a member of the judicial body for a while. Here he is able observe his more experienced peers. Observation is a powerful learning mechanism for two reasons. There is no need to gain all the experience individually. Moreover, observational learning does not just consist of imitation. Rather the observer builds an understanding of what the observed actors are doing. Such mental models have greater flexibility. Put differently, the context of observation and the context of application need not be identical.
Representation norms contribute to the development of judicial skills. But they are not the only form of institutional intervention useful for the purpose. Rather they should be seen as an important element in a richer institutional arrangement. Does expertisation not only make judicial decision-making faster, but also better? The motivational effect is strongest if decision-making is indeed automatised. For then the decision-maker does not have recourse to any goal buffer or task construal mechanism before taking an individual decision. They are embedded in the description of the domain of the automatic decision rule. 200 As mentioned earlier, this may be true for some elements in the judicial task. But due to the institutional framework, no judge will take a fully automatic final decision. Routinisation may, however, strongly narrow down the options taken into consideration. Thereby, the motivational defects listed above at least become less likely.
The debiasing power of expertisation is more pronounced. 201 Anchoring provides a good illustration. It almost entirely resists training. But subjects can counteract the effect if they form subjective theories about contexts that bias their quantitative judgment. 202 Along these lines, judges can progressively prepare to avoid falling prey to other biases as well. 203 Most pronounced, however, is the effect of professionalisation on the choice of the decision mode. 204 For expertisation means that judges do not only select normatively more appropriate decision modes. They even construct them for the purpose. The effect starts early on in legal training. Lawyers internalise the view that decisions must be based on reasons, but that they are not a mere logical exercise. They progressively learn how to handle the evidence and to give meaning to code with greater and greater elegance. They do not only learn to recognise larger chunks and patterns. More importantly even, they gain experience in discerning when a case does not fit into a pattern.
IV. Conclusion
As outlined in the introduction, the representation of judicial decisions is a multi-purpose activity. This paper has shown that one substantial effect is on decision quality. The effect can even be demonstrated on an ad hoc basis. Representation norms and the actual representation activity that is brought about by them have both a cognitive and a motivational effect. They palpably hold the judge accountable for the decision taken. And they guide him through the judgment elements inherent in his task. There is interplay between both effects when it comes to combating occasional non-normative motivation, debiasing and the choice of an appropriate decision mode. More importantly even than this short-term effect is the long-term power of representation norms. They exert this power as part and parcel of a richer institutional arrangement. That arrangement reminds the judge of the professional role he is playing, and it contributes to strengthening this attitude. And the institutional arrangement helps the judge in the process of progressive expertisation. Expertisation is no absolute protection against quality defects, but it is likely to significantly improve the quality of decisions. Suggestions for the deregulation of representation norms should pay due respect to the beneficial effect these norms have on the quality of decisions.
